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In being able to do this, human beings are unlike the angels, Thomas thinks, since, according to Thomas, the
angels are created actually knowing everything they will naturally know. This latter sense of formal cause is
what we might call the exemplar formal cause. Thomas thinks that if substantial changes had actual substances
functioning as the ultimate subjects for those substantial changes, then it would be reasonable to call into
question the substantial existence of those so-called substances that are supposedly composed of such
substances. For Discussion and Writing 1. However, it seems to be a hallmark of the modern notion of science
that the claims of science are, in fact, fallible, and so, by definition, uncertain. The son and grandson of Baptist
preachers, King had studied the Western philosophical tradition while completing his doctorate in
philosophical theology at Boston University, and his defense of civil disobedience drew from the work of
Thomas Aquinas in particular. The master principle of natural law, wrote Aquinas, was that "good is to be
done and pursued and evil avoided. Reasoning is sometimes called by Thomists, the third act of the intellect.
In the middle of composing his treatise on the sacraments for the Summa theologiae around December of ,
Thomas had a particularly powerful religious experience. Contrast, for example, the narrower subject matters
of philosophical physics, which studies physical being insofar as it can be investigated philosophically, and
natural theology, which studies immaterial being insofar as it can be studied by the power of natural reason
alone. For example, the form of a house can exist insofar as it is instantiated in matter, for example, in a house.
First, Thomas thinks it sensible of God to ask human beings to believe things about God that exceed their
natural capacities since to do so reinforces in human beings an important truth about God, namely, that God is
such that He cannot be completely understood by way of our natural capacities. Thomas would have known
something of science in this sense from his teacher St. Related Posts. For example, the material cause for an
accidental change is some substance. Thomas calls this ultimate material cause of a substance that can undergo
substantial change prime matter. This is because God and creatures are efficient causes in different and yet
analogous senses. This is what Thomas thinks. Importantly, Thomas notices that some instances of
equivocation are controlled, or instances of analogous predication, whereas other instances of equivocal
naming are complete or uncontrolled. As we have seen, if a person possesses scientia with respect to some
proposition p for Thomas, then he or she understands an argument that p such that the argument is logically
valid and he or she knows the premises of the argument with certainty. In fact, part two of ST is so long that
Thomas splits it into two parts, where the length of each one of these parts is approximately pages in English
translation. In addition, none of the exterior senses enables their possessor to distinguish between the various
objects of sense, for example, the sense of sight does not cognize taste, and so forth. At other times, Thomas
shows that much of the problem is terminological; if we appreciate the various senses of a term crucial to the
science in question, we can show that authorities that seem to be in conflict are simply using an expression
with different intended meanings and so do not disagree after all. Perhaps the most important of these early
church fathers was St. In citing Scripture in the SCG, Thomas thus aims to demonstrate that faith and reason
are not in conflict, that those conclusions reached by way of philosophy coincide with the teachings of
Scripture. Aquinas agreed with St. Despite being no progressivist himself, Aquinas lay down in the Treatise
on Law an enduring and robust defense of justice that would become one of the moral cornerstones of the
Civil Rights Movement in America. Contrast the frog that is unconscious and pushed such that it falls down a
hill. Thomas thinks it is fitting that divine science should imitate reality not only in content but in form. In
order for this to occur, Thomas speaks of the need of the sensible species being worked on by the power of
phantasia. Aquinas further observed that people tend to look only after their own self-interest. However, the
good life, for example, living like a martyr, requires that we possess an unshakeable confidence that God
exists. For Thomas, the subject matter of the science of metaphysics is being qua being or being in common,
that is, being insofar as it can be said of anything that is a being. Any law that degrades human personality is
unjust. But science in the sense of a habit is more than the fruit of inquiry and the possession of arguments.
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Aristotle, who died in B. After King was arrested for parading without a permit, he took a moment, from the
confines of his jail cell, to pen a response to his fellow clergymen and offer a justification for his resistance to
segregation ordinances. However, the two thinkers differ significantly on the value of civil disobedience, with
Aquinas being far less eager to advocate social disturbance. Prime matter is that cause of x that is intrinsic to x
we might say, is a part of x that explains why x is subject to substantial change. These individuals, known only
to God, would achieve heavenly bliss in what Augustine called the "City of God.


